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1. Introduction.   In a recent paper [2] C. Fox has transformed Chandra-

sekhar's integral equation

m 1        i rlViu)Hju)
(1) W) = i~ßl

Clx¥ju)Hju)

MJo    P + u

by means of the relation

(2) Hip)Hi-p) = 1/TÍ»,

where

(3) Tip) = \-2p2 C-^Ldu,
Jot1      "

into the form

(4) T(p)H(p) = l+p rmmdu.
Jo    U~P

He has then obtained a solution for this by the methods developed by Musk-

helishvili in [3]. In the above equations ^(u) is known; in most physical prob-

lems it is non-negative and satisfies the inequality

(5) ^o =    Í ¥(«)<*« ̂ 1/2.
J o

The equation (2) is deduced from (1), and therefore solutions of (1) satisfy (4).

But do all solutions of (4) satisfy (1)? The working can be reversed if (2) is known,

but this must now be deduced from (4). I show in this paper that (4) does not

always imply the truth of (2) and that, in the most important cases, (4) has a

family of solutions, of which at most two members satisfy (1).

2. Solutions of equation (4). I shall assume the conditions for Y(u) adopted

in [1], viz: that *P(u) is real and non-negative for 0 g u ^ 1 ; that every point of

the closed interval [—1,1] lies in a domain D in the u-plane in which *P(«) is

regular; and that ¥(«) satisfies the condition (5).
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In [1], Chapter 2, it is proved that T(p) is regular in the /i-plane cut along

(-1,1), that

(6) T(p) = 1 - 2^o + 0(p~2) (/wco),

(7) T(p) = 1 + 0(\p\) (\p\^0),

the latter holding uniformly in arg p in the cut plane.

Three cases arise according to the zeros of T(p):

(i)   \jj0 = 1/2, when T(p) has a double zero at infinity;

(ii) i¡/0 < 1/2, limíl_1+0 T(p) < 0, when T(p) has simple zeros at p = ± 1/fc

(0<fc <1);
(iii)   i/^o < 1/2, lim/1_i+0 T(p) ^ 0, when T(p) has no zeros.

I shall denote by H(p) the solution of equation (1) which is given for re p > 0 by

This function is regular in the /¿-plane cut along ( — 1,0) except for a simple pole

at infinity in case (i) and a simple pole at — ljk in case (ii). (See [1, Theorem

11.1].)
Let Hi(p) denote any solution of (4) which is regular, apart from a finite number

of poles, in the /t-plane cut along (—1,0). I shall assume also that Ht(p) is con-

tinuous in the set

(8) 0^\p\^l,   \argp\ go,

where ô > 0. This condition is satisfied by H(p) for any 5 < % (cf. [1, (11.15)]).

Since

™ *„ , x      , f1 ^(u)Hi(u)    .
(9) T(p)Hi(p) = 1 + p\       \/_ ; '   du,

Jo "A*

T(p)Ht(p) is regular in the plane cut along (0,1) and is bounded as p-> oo.

From this, equation (6), and from the known zeros of T(p), we have the follow-

ing information in cases (i) — (iii) :

(i)    Hi(p) may have either a simple or a double pole at infinity;

(ii) Hi(p) may have simple poles at one or both of p = ± ljk, and it is

bounded as p-* oo;

(iii)   Hi(p) has no poles; it is bounded as p-+ oo.

3. The derivation of (2) from (4).   Let

(10) iZ(p) = T(li)H1(p)H1(-p)- 1.

We want to find under what conditions H(p) = 0.
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Since T(p) is an even function of p, so is E(/i). From the assumptions about

HAß) and the analysis in the last section it follows that l,(p) is regular, apart

from possible poles, in the plane cut along (0,1). Since, however, it is an even

function, it must be regular in the uncut plane except, possibly, for a singularity

at p = 0 and, in cases (i) and (ii) :

(i)   a simple or double pole at infinity;

(ii)   simple poles at one or both of p = + 1/fe.

In cases (ii) and (hi) E(/t) is bounded as p -> co.

Now consider I.(p) near p = 0. Let p = pe'*, where ô g <p ̂  2n — Ö (5 is

defined in (8)). Then, for 0 ^ u ^ 1,

| u — p | S; p sin <5,   [ u — p | ^ u sin S,

and therefore, from (9),

ft] /% i i

| T(p)Hi(p)- 11 g cosecó"     ^(uWii^du + pcosecá      ^»(u)»^«) — = o(l)
Jo J, «

by first choosing r\ small and then making p sufficiently small. Hence

(11) Tin)HAji)-+\       (M-0)

uniformly for <5 g arg/i ^2n — ô. It follows that

ro){zO)4-i}-i     (| p- ho)

uniformly for ô g |arg/¿| g n - ô and hence, by (7), that in these sectors

(12) '    S00->0       (M-0).

In the sector n — ô ^argpi¿n + ô, Hxi—p) is, by hypothesis, bounded as

|u|->0, and hence, by (11), ~L(p) is bounded as |/i|->0. Since £(—p) =Hip),

it is also bounded as | p \ -> 0 in the sector | arg/t | g ô and therefore it is bounded

in the neighborhood of p = 0. Thus 2Z(p) is regular at p = 0 and (from (12))

E(0) = 0.
We can now consider our three cases:

(i) l,(p) is an integral function with a simple or a double pole at infinity.

Since E(/i) is even and S(0) = 0, the only possible function is

200 = Ap2,

where A is an arbitrary constant. Writing A = — a2, we have

(13) T(n)H1ip)Hli-p) = l-ot2p2

and hence by (2), which is true for H(p),

H M   Hii-p)
Hip)     Hi-p.)

= 1 - o.2p2.
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From this it seems probable that

(14) HAß) = (1 + ap)H(p)

is a solution of (9) but not of (1). (H(p) is the unique solution of (1) when

i¡/0 = 1/2 — loe. cit.) This is easily verified.

With Hi(p) given by (14),

ÇV(u)Hi(u)du r>V(u)H(u)du

Jo    »-Í1 Jo     ""P

+ tip f V(u)H(u) (l + —^—\du

=    T(p)H(p) -1+otp  f V(u)H(u)du
Jo

+    ocp{T(p)H(p) - 1},

since equation (1) implies equation (4). But by [1, Theorem 12.1],

n0 =   f V(u)H(u)du = 1 - (1 - 2<Ao)1/3,
Jn

and hence, since \j/0 = \,

p f ^"^du = (1 + ap)T(p)H(p) - 1

=  T(ß)HAß)-l.

Thus (14) is a solution of (9) for all a.

(ii) zZ(p) is bounded at infinity, but may have simple poles at ± 1/fc. Since

E(p) is even and 2(0) = 0, the only possible function is

IM-    Atl1

1 - k2p2 '

In this case, on writing A = k2 — a2,

(15) T(p)Hi(p)Hi(- p) = \~_*¿£2>

and

Hi(p)    Hi(-p)   _ 1 - ot2p2

H(p)      H(-p)       l-k2p2'
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From this it seems likely that

(16) Hl(p) = \^Hip).

Since Hip) has a simple poie at  — l/k and HA[p) cannot have a double pole

there, we must take the negative sign.

With this value for Htip),

r^juWiJu)^ r1 ■ 14-au
p-—du = p      »P(i()r7(u)-r—j-j-zdu

J0    u-n J0 (« - p) (1 - ku)

= p f *(«)H(«:
•'o

+ ccp

il-kp)iu-p)

k + cc | ,

(l-ik/i)(l-fett) j

+ (fc + a)/i r1 y(«)g(u)dM
1 - fc¿¿   J0     1 - fcu

From (4), since T(l/fc) = 0 and #(l/fc) is finite,

(H, ryt.i.
J 0 1-fcw

Hence

^ssaasiu,^^«-!},^

= TiriHiip)-!.

Thus

(18) Hi(M)=i±gH(/i)

is a solution of (9) for all a. It is only a solution of (1) if a = ± k (loc. cit.).

(iii) S(u) is a bounded integral function, and it is  therefore a constant which

must be zero. Thus in this case only does (4) imply (2) and hence (1).
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4. Conclusions. In general, it is most unsafe to solve (4) in place of (1). In the

most important cases there is a family of solutions all satisfyuing the correct

conditions at the origin and at infinity.
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